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Abstract
This paper explores the imaginative and analytical potential of ‘journeys’ in understanding the fabric and fabrication of cities and urban lives. Journeys foreground navigational skill offering a grounded way of thinking about contemporary mobilities and the interpenetration of distant worlds.  This paper suggests some of the ways in which journeys matter and make matter, in flesh and stone, co-creating social interactions, social relationships and, ultimately, the social morphologies to which all of these things accumulate, drawing some of the small quiet contour of the contemporary global world. It suggests that journeys provide powerful intersections from which to observe, ask questions and act. These explorations are developed by taking some of the people I have met in the course of my research over the last years out for a city walk in Montreal, Fuzhou, Hong Kong, Addis Ababa and its Somali borderlands. Evoking a deeper aesthetic sense of these journeys than words alone make possible are the accompanying photographs of three artists/photographers 1.
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Introduction
This paper explores the journey as a thinking-tool in understanding how contemporary urban (globalized) worlds, characterised by time-space compression and vectors of translocal connection, actually work. It examines what results when we think through journeys, about cities and the people who pass through them. The test of an exploratory tool is how it expands (or limits) our understanding, opens lines of enquiry and poses critical questions. In testing this thinking tool, this paper explores different kinds of journeys. Two are people-circuits and the third, forming a cluster of intersecting journeys, follows an object (a pair of flip-flop sandals). Because people and objects co-circulate this distinction is merely a shift in emphasis. It is included because it reveals different kinds of journeys from the first two examples. The first journey involves collaboration in the restless survival-circulations of two homeless men around Montreal. In contrast the second are leisure-journeys trodden by privileged British women expat migrants in Hong Kong. The third cluster follow the flip-flop trail from the factories of Fuzhou in SE China to an important emerging market in Addis Ababa; via the territories of smugglers who act as conduits in global production and consumption chains. This third set of journeys uncovers conduits of global flow for their local vernacular, thus expanding the already much illustrated conduits of the global mainstream.       

This is an opportunity to take people I have met in the context of different research projects out for a walk to test the benefit, in grasping the co-production of lives and urban landscape, of thinking through journeys.  But these walks also show the interpenetration of lives across global fault-lines. Finance and service-centre Hong Kong and its attendant forms of migration, interpenetrate factory production in Fujian, which makes the things it needs, across the political partitioning of ‘one country two systems’ China. Chinese goods fetch-up in Addis Ababa and across Africa in the interpenetration of Chinese-produced objects and infrastructure shaping urban African lives in new and important ways. These journeys place cities and lives in the global north and in the global south in the same frame, exposing long-distance connection and productions of social differences. These journeys enable comparison between cities and between the lives that can be lived in them. The differential status of the once-migrant homeless in Montreal and expatriates in Hong Kong are contrasting sides of the same translocal condition. They expose difference, not in anodyne sense in which this term is used to contour diversity, but differences that stack up to something more systematic in their impact on the ways urban lives can be lived. They disclose the social inequalities Massey (1991) notes accounts of globalisation overlook.     

Framing Mobility
This paper is influenced by the canon of mobilities scholarship developed across sociology (Urry 2000:186, Mol and Law 1994, Castells 1996) 2, geography (Thrift and Dewsbury 2000), and anthropology (Rapport 1995, Clifford 1997) and impacting on urban studies, much of which draws on the insights of theorists like Lefebvre and de Certeau 3. This conceptualises urban space and lives as co-productions so that people and places are made through the everyday social activities of urban citizens. These include walking and other forms of routine mobility as well as circuits of urban infrastructure such as cables and water on which there is a large literature (Mol and Law 1994, Katz 1999). This paper draws on this mobile thinking in developing the notion of the journey. It draws too on the related concept of walking.  The strolling flaneur executes mobility as wandering and is so brilliantly explored in Benjamin’s (1999) arcades a medium of intersecting paths (Darroch 2010:23) . But these bourgeois wanderings of an urban spectator contrast with a more politically-charged walking in Shehadeh’s (2008) Palestinian Walks. This chronicles the transformation of landscape and lifestyles in the shifting context of Israeli militaristic urbanism. Walking and landscape involve political inscription, and between political and macro-social notions of walking on the one hand, and the walking of everyday life invoked by de Certeau on the other, is the ground on which this paper stands. The idea that city dwellers speak the city through their actions (Darroch 2010:23-5) turns walking/riding/driving into un-verbalised but articulated through movement, narratives of space-connecting everyday life. The idea that people walk stories they are unable (or unwilling) to verbalise so that walking is a (silent) social narrative is a point I have developed more fully elsewhere (Knowles 2000, Knowles and Harper 2009). Urban anthropology is concerned with pathways city people travel in their daily lives and this paper owes a debt to these (Orsi 1999). As well as to anthropologies of material culture which explore the ways we live with objects and trace object journeys (Dant 1999, Appadurai 1986).

The Journey
My notion of the journey fits with some of this literature but I want to develop and sharpen it for empirical application as well as to distinguish it from the fashionable idea of mobilities in ‘mobile sociology’ the general framework on which my approach relies. 

Mobile sociology’s toolkit of ‘fluidity’, ‘scapes’ and ‘flows’ conveys an unreal sense of ease, a smoothness of motion, that is contradicted by even cursory examination of the mechanics of specific mobilities. People and objects do not flow. They bump awkwardly along creating pathways as they go. They grate against each other, dodge, stop and go, negotiate obstacles, back-track and move off in new directions propelled by different intersecting logics. They do all of these things and more as this paper will show but they do not flow. The tangles of mobilities composing the social world have their own trajectories, geographies and connections, and they move at different velocities and through quite different logics.  Mobilities scholars would not disagree with this. But my point is that differences in velocity, trajectories and logics – glossed by the notion of flow - expose the very morphology or shape of the social world and the ways in which it is (dis)organised. Referring to theses things collectively as ‘flow’ insufficiently acknowledges distinctive practices co-producing social differences that accumulate to social inequalities on a global scale. Mobile sociology erases important social information in the texture of shifting, contingent connectivity that actually forms urban sociology’s core business. It doesn’t reveal, and discourages us from enquiring into, how shape-shifting, multiply interconnected substances of sociality in individual and collective life, and the dynamics between this and the inanimate substances with which human life is intertwined, actually work. In short, the idea of flow obscures both the mechanics by which things move and the social forms they co-author in their impact, and this makes it a limited tool for exploring urban social forms.   

The journey on the other hand provides an effective way of thinking about people engaged in the long and short-haul mobilities of routine life. It covers some of the same ground as accounts of walking and urban trajectories but has added advantages.  The journey acknowledges difference, scale and constraint. It prompts critical questions that lead to deeper understanding. How do people journey? Where do they go? And in what circumstances do they go? The journey provides the space for dwelling too, as many scholars have pointed out people dwell in routines of travel. The journey encompasses unfolding biography – the idea that a life itself is a journey lived in a succession of scenes – and it acknowledges the spatial displacement biography enfolds: a here and then here and here. So city spaces are also enactments of biography, existential journeys, but with more than an individual resonance, as this paper will suggest. The biographical resonance of journeys foregrounds people, cities’ human fabric, something that is often overlooked in urban scholarship, despite protestations to the contrary. Urban scholar Caterall (2009) along with others in earlier editions of this journal rightly insists that in conceptualising cities people and their comings and goings matter and should be taken into account. While the human and architectural fabric of cities are conceptually held in equal standing, in the deliberations of urban scholars - influenced by planning and architecture - built fabric often assumes a priority. This paper has the opposite tendency. Under the influence of sociology it focuses on people and built and planning fabric takes a back seat. 

Ingold’s (2000:220,226-7)work is particularly helpful in developing the idea of the journey and my thinking draws on his insights.  I think of journeys as temporally limited travel sequences executed by a variety of means. Journeys involve itineraries that may be retrospective. They are, as Ingold suggests, an improvised matrix of movement along a path. They connect places bringing them into a network of coming and going, so journeys are the very social practices that connect and constitute space. They embed intention that is not always realised, so journeys are open unfolding possibilities that sometimes move in unpredictable directions. What makes this conception of the journey particularly useful is that it enables a framework of questions I want to pose so as to excavate the social-biographical information journeys embed. Why this route? What are the alternative routes? What does a particular route involve? What kind of terrain is involved? What places does a route connect? What kinds of scale are involved – does a route cross neighbourhoods, continents, or both? With exceptions in urban anthropology social sciences are fixated on the long-haul.  This has led some eminent social commentators to suggest that the wealthy move and the poor stay put. This is an oversimplification that doesn’t take the nature of the journey and the terrain seriously. The journeys of transnational migrants are more glamorous but the journeys traversing a neighbourhood are equally important generators of the places, people and lives they also reveal. Scale is important of course – we want to know who lives on what scale and how? These questions equally reveal something of the substance of people’s lives and the places they connect. It begins to address the question – who is this person – in biographical terms and in terms of the bigger social landscapes to which biographies accumulate.  As social beings, I want to suggest that we are where we go, so journeys are also a way of thinking about subjectivity.
 
The planning and execution of journeys involve navigation. Navigation in Ingold’s scheme is ordinary way-finding, improvised exploratory movement, and it is useful to think of the navigation of improvised routes as producing the tangle of arrivals and departures, alluded to above, as constituting everyday urban life. But arrival and departure are sequential journey beginnings and end-points. Navigation is about how a journey is tackled. Navigation as way finding, as Ingold points out, requires skill: compressed knowledge about the world and how to live in it. Navigation is thus inevitably social in requiring a grasp of how the world works in order to make a pathway through it. This way of thinking about navigation makes it possible for me to ask - what skills does it take to navigate a particular path? Or, on a grander scale, what skill does it take to live a particular life? These questions offer a way of understanding urban lives. Not the ‘who’ outlined above as captured in where we go, but the ‘how’.  We are not just where we go but how we go – we are, as social beings, bundles of navigational (in) capacities. A life can thus be conceptualised as the accumulation of journeys, where and how we go, who we encounter on the way, and the skill with which we interact with them and they with us. Journeys are grounded interactive mobile social scenes. 

In this framework of thinking then journeys and routes, including the navigational skills with which they are tackled, and en route encounters constitute subjectivities – ways of being human in the world – as they simultaneously co-produce urban landscape as the sum of the journeys that crisscross it. And it is in this sense just outlined that I concur with those who suggest that cities and urban lives are constituted through the journeys that urban residents and sojourners navigate within and between cities, and, of course in navigating connections with, within and between, non-cities, zones, rural areas, suburbs and exurbs. Journeys matter and make matter, urban matter, in flesh and stone, and they forge the social interactions, social relationships and, ultimately, the social morphologies or viscous, if not solid, forms to which these things accumulate. People fabricate social matter, and they rework the work of urban planners, on the hoof. Understanding journeys is the key to understand how the world works. How the world walks (and rides) is how the world works.  Journeys are epic and mundane and sometimes they are both at the same time and they constitute and expose the operation of the social world on global as well as local scales. Journeys are the key to things of urban social significance. It follows that if the social world is fabricated in journeys then studying them will reveal crucial social substance.  Journeys support comparison. They expose differences between places and between lives, difference that stacks-up to something more systematic, that accumulate to social inequalities, to disparities in the way things work at micro and macro scales, as local and trans-local streams of activity. Journeys, I want to suggest, provide powerful intersections from which to observe, ask questions, and act. I will develop this point by taking a number of people I have met in the course of my research over recent years out for a walk.


Walking in Montreal with Jacques & Samuel 4
[INSERT IMAGE 1 HERE]
The first walk is through the centre of Montreal and begins from a homeless shelter and our walker-guides are Jacques and Samuel. Homeless shelters are multi-purpose human storage. Jacques and Samuel are psychiatric patients ‘in the community’ with diagnoses of ‘schizophrenia’ of which they give lucid accounts. This hospitalises them periodically and then takes them back through the revolving door of local psychiatric wards and out again onto the streets and into the city’s shelters. This cyclical journey frames others. What follows is an account of the journeys composing a routine day. 

Montreal shelters eject residents at 7am, which means that Jacques and Samuel must insert themselves into the city until 5pm when they are allowed back. Shelters are difficult places to sleep. They reverberate with the sound of men wrestling their habits, inner voices and demons. With little sleep, Jacques and Samuel wander the streets near the shelter. They wait for a nearby mall to open. In a silent deal with security they are allowed in, as long as they don’t ‘act (too) crazy’ or disrupt the aesthetic of a place intended for others’ consumption. They linger in places others pass through like the stairway from the car park. When they use the food-court they are discrete, pretending to drink coffee (water) from a Styrofoam cup. They don’t stay long and this is part of the deal. Then they wander the streets near the mall and greet the people they know, people in a similar position to themselves. Their journeys connect a patchwork of food-banks, lunch and drop-in centres, in the basements of Catholic Churches. These monuments to the earlier journeys of missionaries and migrant settlers from Europe now serve new purposes, secularism and welfare retrenchment. The men’s navigational skill lies in knowing where to go, what for, and the rules of access and social engagement.  They negotiate the requirements of different regimes dispensing the things – from donuts to showers and clean clothes – they need. Prayers are traded for food: ‘Thank god, blah, blah, dig in’. At 5pm they return to the shelter and line up to get a bed for the night. If they are unsuccessful they have a mental map of heating vents and other warm places to sleep, especially necessary in winter when Montreal is savagely cold. 

This is skilled navigation, not flow. As the men navigate they constitute the city and their own lives in particular terms. They rework the work of urban planners. And they do it on foot. Walking with them we gain a particular sense of the city. Their routes reveal the now recycled churches that once served the faiths of European settlers, the many malls forming underground tunnels beneath the city, a smattering of impressive high-rise buildings with corporate tenants, mostly banks and insurance companies. They move along the city’s main commercial artery St Catherine’s street – Anglophone on the West end and Francophone on the East - traversing a political fault-line that periodically erupts into referenda of the future of the Canadian nation-state. This is a pleasant modern, affluent, city supporting one of the world’s best qualities of life as measured in UN indices concerned with these things. Jacques and Samuel traverse the same city as other citizens of Montréal but they circulate specific routes and stop in different places for quite different purposes. Moving up a level in scale, the men share the logic of their journeys with people in other places, displaced by other means. These journeys, calibrated for survival, would not be unfamiliar to urban Africans although their material circumstances are quite different.  
	{IMAGE 2 HERE}
Tracing their journeys reveals where the men go and the purposes for which they travel. We begin to understand how they live, who they can be, how the city accommodates them. Their social networks too are made visible in their journeys. They interact with other homeless people, with those with psychiatric difficulties, and they are ‘managed’ through their periodic interactions with health, welfare and law enforcement agencies. In these encounters they form particular social relationships. Questions: with which people and social agency personnel do they interact? How are they dealt with? Through these questions we can set their lives beside others, comparing journeys, purposes and encounters. What journeys compose your life? Whom do you meet? How do they treat you? Asking these questions brings the particularities of Jacques and Samuels’ lives into comparative focus. Journeys draw gross and subtle social categories. They establish differences that stack up to something more systematic, more than individual. We glimpse systems and structures in operation here and thus clues about broader social morphology on local, national and international scales.  

Shifts in temporalities and scale permit further views onto lives and further questions. Current routine journeys arise from the intersections of earlier ones. The men’s trajectories intersect in Montreal in the ‘revolving doors’ of the ‘community’ (wander the streets) mental health system. Jacques is the ‘local’-city-guide-to-the-‘system’ and he shares his knowledge with Samuel. Jacques earlier journey to Montreal from Jamaica was the journey of a child-migrant. The white Canada immigration-policy had been struck down by Human Rights legislation and this provided his family with a route to Montreal. But his family had a difficult time in the city. Jacques was in trouble with the school authorities, his mother struggled alone and he ended up in the care of the local authorities. This journey brought him to the attention of law enforcement agencies when he started acting out, and then he was rerouted to police cells en route to the mental health care system. He does not travel alone. Other men in his position navigate the same route. ‘Psychiatric patients’ like Jacques and Samuel are often graduates of the child welfare system, another set of journeys with their own matrix of routes and navigational-skill-requirements. 

Samuel on the other hand is a ‘welfare migrant’ whose route to Montreal is one of many connecting it with Toronto. Differences between Canadian provincial regimes’ benefits generate ‘welfare drift’ from less to more generous systems. So routes also reveal contours of regimes’ management of their citizens’ entitlements. At least they do if we ask why people journey, why they chose the locations they choose.  Jacques and Samuel (literally) ground a set of social-biographical conditions through shifting intersecting global, national and local geographies. Journeys within journeys within journeys that yield the kinds of information I have just suggested about how the social world works. 
   
Walking in Hong Kong with the Ladies Who Lunch 5
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Moving on to Hong Kong and contrasting global journeys and urban intersections we will walk with Jacques and Samuel in mind with the Ladies who lunch. The ladies are a group of privileged British expat (as they refer to themselves) migrants, who, along with other characters investigated in the course of this research project, provided information on how migration is practiced as lived forms of translation. One in ten Britons lives overseas (Sriskandaraja and Drew 2006) and yet we know little about how they live as migrants, how they ‘do’ migration and thus what migration actually means in the context of everyday life.

The ladies’ day also begins early. They drive their husbands – lawyers working in cross border activity for global corporations - to work in the Central District of Hong Kong Island. Then these robust women in shorts and walking boots congregate in the Tai Pan Country Park to tackle Violet Hill. This is the ‘walking group’ organised by Stephanie. They walk (2 hours) along the South Eastern side of the island, a walk that provides views of the South China Sea as well as city-panoramas from the vantage-point of a green space. Their walking is about energy, effort, vitality and talk between women-available-in-the-day. Their walk fabricates the substance of a day that doesn’t require paid work and this lies at the opposite end of the social spectrum from days fabricated by survival. Evidently the purposes of the journeys composing the substance of a day and a life are significant. Stephanie is an estimable force. She can organize a move to Hong Kong or Tokyo at short notice. She can find a house, furnish it, and assemble makeshift toys while the packing crates arrive. Her domain is the unremarkable and her efforts leave her husband free to focus on work.
	{INSERT IMAGE 4 HERE}
At the end of the walk the women disperse into bridge, shopping, golf, voluntary work, chores, Mah-jong. Stephanie drives to her home in Aberdeen on the South side of Central Island. She lives in a beautiful, spacious, house, of plush red carpets and highly polished wood, maintained by others under her direction. A squatter village she thinks picturesque lies in view from the lounge window. She is undisturbed by proximities of social distance. Having boatpeople as part of her view, adds to her enjoyment, her sense of living somewhere ‘exotic’, and an essential part of the expat migrant experience. 

The ladies lunch is at Aberdeen Yacht Club and the ladies wait for Stephanie on the terrace overlooking the harbour and swimming pool. They are long term Hong Kong residents who made arrangements to ‘stay on’ after Hong Kong was returned to China in 1997.  Here is a taste of the journeys composing their lives. 
	{IMAGE 5 HERE}
Shifting scale and temporalities, there are annual journeys between Hong Kong and Britain generating extended-family connection and educational capital.  Making British connections is a gendered business and children - works of Hong Kong-British-identity-in-production - are catalysts in what are (classed) productions of (white) Britishness. Versions of British-life-and-family-at-a-distance are staged for expat children in time-limited ways. Through their management of patterns of housing tenure, schools, children’s commitments and different kinds of journeys between Hong Kong and Britain, these women create both places, and the connections between them. Their journeys generate and reveal divergent, interconnected and subtle ways of being British-at-home-in-Hong Kong. 

The ladies also display the argument I alluded to earlier that thinking through journeys avoids the gross aggregations of categories like ethnicity and class, exposing instead more subtle differences within and between kinds of lives/journeys. The ladies lives are about specific forms of class, race and gender privilege that are shaped by the city and the possibilities for social mobility and accruing social capital it affords specific sorts of migrants. This stands in sharp contrast to Jacques life as a Caribbean migrant in Montreal.   And ask - what makes these journeys possible? This particular form of transnational migration is a colonial-transformed-into-global-privilege. Jacques passage to Canada was more difficult and the Hong Kong and Mainland Chinese have no such straightforward passage to Europe.
	{IMAGE 6 HERE}
Within the framework of these bigger journeys are local ones. From home to the walk (by car), home again, to the Yacht Club and to Central to ‘run errands’ en route to the voluntary organization Stephanie runs. ‘Josan, josan’ she greets the parking attendant in Central. She stops at the Cathedral to buy Christmas cards for her network of two hundred friends she organises with index cards that help her track developments in their lives. Connection is skill and work not flow! Threading her way through Midlevels Stephanie arrives at the advice bureau. Another woman is giving advice on where to get a pressure cooker repaired. There are pamphlets on divorce and employing foreign domestic helpers: staples of expatriate life and a skill-bank for those whose grasp of the city is limited by language, curiosity or competence in cross-cultural translation. 

Stephanie deals with her email and sets off again for afternoon tea with Amanda. Her journey through Midlevels exposes her to the Chineseness of the streets which she navigates without close connection. She admires Ladder St arranged along stone steps for its market stalls. She walks along Wellington Street. These journeys make her feel like a Western migrant in a Chinese city. She interacts with shop keepers on a ‘josan josan’ level, but when she runs into other British expat women there are more intimate, detailed, conversations. Her journeys, their purposes, the skill with which she finds her way, reveal what she also articulates: 

‘People like me live in a bit of a cultural vacuum. We don’t interact a lot with local Chinese and that’s OK with them, and I guess it’s OK with us…’ 

Stephanie lives as a migrant through distant admiration of Chinese aesthetics of (certain) public spaces and routes through the city to which she has privileged access. Her social matrix incorporates British and other European/North American migrants, but not Chinese people. The purposes of Stephanie’s journeys - self-entertainment and errands supporting (but not executing) domestic production - are articulated by Amanda.  
I could not be the lady here without my maid. Because who is making my bed, who is cleaning my toilet and buying the food for dinner tonight? And cooking it? Not me. I can do this stuff, but I am not doing it here, because there is no need and we employ people. And, this is going to sound like Lady Bountiful, but that is what I want to be as well as sit in café’s…….The other thing you do as an expat is that you play golf, bridge, Mah-jong in the afternoons. Or learn things.

The ladies journeys are supported by others. Small brown feet from the Philippines navigate other versions of the city on their behalf. These are translocal trajectories with quite different logics, rhythms and conditions of entry to the city. And while the intersections of ladies’ and maids’ journeys are thoroughly modern, they have darker antecedents. Amanda’s ancestral journeys are routed through ‘British India’. ‘My father sent for him and he came’ she says of her family’s Nepalese servant. These journeys have darker logics. Their social relationships establish networks of peers and entitlement to service from those whose humanity is simultaneously diminished by them.

The ladies journeys show that it’s not just where and why we journey, but how. In the cacophony of routes and rhythms composing the streets of Hong Kong, Amanda and Stephanie comport themselves with postures of entitlement among Chinese bodies with which they seek only minimal connection. Question: What normative frameworks support these journeys? 
	{IMAGE 7 HERE}
These women have other logics than Chinese connection. Their journeys reveal restricted geographies focussed on the social production of embellished lifestyles and expatriate connection. They are lifestyle migrants. They live, not in a place, but in circumstances that sustain things to which they feel entitled. Life’s a beach and leisure and sun provide the template for the ‘good’ expat migrant life from Spain to Australia. These classed and gendered productions of whiteness are fabricated in particular kinds of migrant journeys and the navigation skills with which they are tackled. The result is that these migrants are not the cosmopolitans they claim to be. Their routes to Hong Kong and the way they live along the way lean heavily on the wages of postcolonial whiteness, are inwardly focuses on others like them, and miss all but superficial interconnection with the city’s majority Chinese population.

Routes from Fuzhou to Addis Ababa 6 

The next three inter-connected journeys and the social worlds they connect are generated by the circulations of an object – a pair if flip-flop sandals – exposing the lives and landscapes entangled with it. Objects and people are fellow travellers, but even when objects travel alone they are propelled by human effort and volition. This case-study delves briefly into the social worlds of flip-flops producers, handlers, operatives and wearers as well as the practicalities of navigation, logistics and productions of translocal urban landscapes. 
	{IMAGE 8 HERE}
This is not any object. Shoes play a crucial (unacknowledged) role in the journeys composing local and translocal mobility. Through shoes we make contact with the ground, the accelerator, the bus, the train or the airplane floor, on which our lives are lived. In the traction between the sole of the shoe and ground we propel ourselves forward. Through our shoes we navigate space, and the tangle of social relationships composing it. Shoes encase ‘the footwork of dwelling’ (Ingold 2000) and log important information about the operation of the social world if we enquire about the shoes available in any particular place, the shoes people choose, and how and where they wear them. And as an ethnographic tool, shoes provide a line of questioning that access life-worlds through the journeys composing them. Biographies and journeys in other words can be told in shoes and through shoes. Shoes, in other words, are a key travelling object with untapped methodological potential in revealing the social world. 

Globally, the highest selling shoe is the flip flop. A billion people worldwide still walk barefoot (Tenner 2003:53) and flip- flops are a first step into the shoed world. Flip-flop journeys begin with grains of plastic made from petrochemicals and end on a garbage heap outside of a city in the Global South.  In between they serve as footwear in the navigational efforts of uncounted millions of journeys worldwide. Although there are many production centres most of the world’s flip-flops are made, in the Province of Fujian, in industrial villages around Fuzhou, in South Eastern China, by rural migrant workers. Flip-flop stories enfold plastic’s flesh and humanity, its journeys, its circuits, ways of dwelling in the world.  Flip-flops are entangled in the journeys of mass migration, from villages to cities, in the great social upheavals of Chinese industrialisation. The most prolific city-shaping journeys of our time are thus enfolded in the movements of a shoe. Migrant workers move to from the West to Chinese cities in the East to make flip-flops. They wear them too.

Flip-flops journey from SE China in all directions but in the course of our research the artist Michael Tan and I followed them to one of their most important emerging markets. Passing through the territory of Somali pirates and warlords, the flip-flop trail we followed led to the markets of Addis Ababa, from where they made their way into neighbourhood kiosks and onto feet. En route they expose the Chinese footprint in Africa in infrastructure like ring roads that ease the circulation of Chinese manufactured plastics and textiles. Flip-flops journeys enfold the journeys of workers in petrochemicals, in factories, cleaning, offices, maintenance, distribution and logistics, trucking. Flip-flops are moved long distances by dock workers, truckers and sailors. They enfold life worlds too numerous to follow.

We will walk with Gang, a migrant factory worker outside Fuzhou, Abash the ‘contrabandist’, as he describes himself and who is part of a system that delivers flip-flops to corner kiosks in Addis Ababa, and Zela a sixty year old woman who navigates Addis in a year-old pair of flip-flops repaired with a nail. 

Gang works in one of the many flip-flop factories in industrial villages outside of Fuzhou in a medium sized medium tech factory which can make 10 million pairs of flip-flops a year. Gang moves through the choreographies of production: small, repeated, journeys around the factory floor. He is a mould-machine operator and cutter. He puts thick sheets of plastic made by one of his fellow workers in a mixer into a machine that, through heat and pressure, moulds a dozen pairs of flip-flops from a single sheet. He then cuts them out and hands them to women who do the fine trimming ready for strap attachment and packing.
 	{IMAGE 9 HERE}
After twelve hours the night shift replaces the day shift. Gang picks up his tea flask and bicycle from the packing and trimming area. He wheels it through the factory yard, past the office, where the boss and his wife take orders, schedule production and estimate raw materials. Past the next door which is the bosses’ apartment, and out through the high metal gate and onto the village road. Gang’s journey home is by bicycle and he peddles, as he works, in flip-flops. Gang’s is part of a large flexible rural turned industrial workforce and his work makes the social and material fabric of the industrial village.  Crammed with factories, this place that was one farmland is now littered with plastic debris and the sound of construction. Gang and his co-workers make this place in their routine and long-distance journeys, so the village landscape is not the backdrop to their journey, but constitutive of it and its links with Fuzhou city, the port and the industrial zones beyond.

Gang’s journeys and the skill with which he navigates them compose and reveal his life at the same time. These are journeys around the village and the factory, and between his home and the factory.  His less regular journeys into the city of Fuzhou to shop don’t take him far either, except one, and I’ll come back to that. These journeys compose his life. He is where he goes, how he goes and the purposes for which he goes. He is the collage of encounters with people and obstacles he meets on his route. He is the (dis)connections he forges with other people, situations and places. He makes himself and his world in these journeys through the navigational skill with which he tackles them. These journeys are how we can know about him and his world - the urban as navigation.
 	{run 10, 11,12,13 AS A SEQUENCE IF POSSIBLE]
His other journey from his village offers comparison with Jacques and Samuel, the ladies who lunch and ‘Filipina maids’ as types of migration. The ladies who lunch are one of the smallest segments of global migration - privileged, lifestyle, migrants from the Global North. Gang and his wife Zian, on the other hand, are what the anthropologist Rachel Murphy (2002:1) calls the ‘largest peacetime movement of people in history’, the 100 million Chinese farmers since the 1980s who have left their villages for the city, propelled by the need to ‘live beyond our planting’ as one of them put it to us. 

Gang and his wife Zian are the human fabric of the Chinese economic miracle, part of a massive, flexible, labour force composing the substance of export-led growth. Neither strictly urban nor rural, they circulate between their village in Jianxi where their children and parents still live, and the factories outside Fuzhou. Food and family form the connective substance in epic journeys by train and bus, along what Feuchtwang and Wang (2001) call ‘chains of unsettlement’. Gang says:
 ‘My cousin brought me over…my father-in-law brought my cousin. No one knows who brought him. He’s been here for 30 years’.

His wife Zian navigates her world in just two pairs of shoes - a pair of flip-flops and a pair of leather shoes in need of repair. In her mid thirties, she finds work as a final trimmer in the local cluster of flip-flop factories. But during the low season she has to find work each day. Cheerfully she says she will do: 
Anything that brings in money. I’ll pick up waste or dig sand on a construction site….I have trimmed loose threads off clothes in a clothes factory in Fuzhou, I have cleaned up waste as a sewage worker, and I have worked in construction. No matter what it is ….
I’ll do anything legal to earn money….When I have a job I am very happy…. We eat money: we are hungry for money. 
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On leaving China flip-flops travel in containers on trucks and ships through a matrix of roads, distriports, ports and warehouses routed by logistics software calculating transit times at different container ports and combinations of routes by land and sea. This, too, is not flow. Their journey from factory to port traverses the city of Fuzhou without passing through it. A modern city with a population of 8 million Fuzhou is under constant construction, the elegant towers of banks, insurance companies and condos give an impression of prosperity. Its heavy production and the migrants that come with it, is zoned out of the city. The road grid is built to connect production with the port adjacent to the industrial zone without disturbing the city.   

 The journey from Fuzhou’s port to Ethiopia passes through the territory of Somali pirates and contrabandists. Routes also reveal the way states are run and the deals they cut with their citizens. There are two main routes to Ethiopia. There are official routes through the Republic of Djibouti and the import duty system, and haulage companies who truck goods along the main road to Addis. And there are unofficial routes through the Somali coast and onto the big inland markets. Somalia is listed as a failed state and this makes things possible (and impossible). Back-routes past security posts bring goods into Ethiopia. As an Addis stall holder told us: 
‘The legal flip-flops are more expensive so they are for the better off customer…The tax system and the economic system are not good for the traders’. 

Ethiopia runs on contraband. The Anthropologist Janet Roitman (2005:418) suggests that unregulated activities have turned bush and border into spaces of big business linked with cities. Multiple forms of smuggling are the only conceivable frontier of wealth creation for local people divested of other opportunities. As Roitman says, ‘certain forms of wealth are secured and authorised’ and exceptional practices become the norm. These new logics of accumulation question the legitimacy of state wealth with their own forms of seizure. Or, as our informant Kibralem put it, ‘the system doesn’t allow us to live within the system’. 

Chinese goods journey through legal to illegal routes and back again into legal ones on the Addis markets. Somali border markets in places like Hargeisa are on illegal routes, and moving goods through borders and checkpoints carries heavy penalties. Abash’s navigational skills construct a shifting matrix of unauthorised routes to market. I’ll come back to this.

Abash’s journey into contraband is thwarted ambition. Aged 30 and wearing jeans and t shirts he doesn’t want to be photographed and has an armed guard sitting nearby while we talk. He wanted to study economics and become an entrepreneur but funds his sister’s university education instead. His contraband apprenticeship was served in the Mercato, the Addis central market. He worked his way up, learning the necessary skills, taking responsibility for small tasks and sections of routes. Now he is in charge of ‘security’ on the Somali border to Addis section of the route, a position of responsibility. 

Abash navigates a shifting matrix of routes he is understandably reluctant to describe, involving cars and small trucks with false plates and donkeys and camels, driven by carefully selected villagers living in the border regions. These are routes that must not settle into routines, where flexible, daily re-navigation is essential in negotiating with regimes of enforcement. Around the Ethiopian border town of Jijia alone are more than 30 routes. Abash took us through the job spec of a ‘suitable villager’. It’s about psychology. Who has the confidence to smuggle? The old and the young are especially skilled in this regard.  Village lives on this border are inevitably entangled in moving goods along illegal routes, and Abash is a practiced judge of people’s abilities. 

Abash navigates through a well-developed skill for reading ‘security’ at border and main road checkpoints. Where and when is security weak? Illegal routes work best at night. Is it possible to drive a car with false plates fast through a roadblock?  Can villagers hide goods under the piles of wood on a donkey or camel? Abash makes these decisions about his section of the route based on information-gathering from those who work around checkpoints as janitors and gardeners. Police can be involved too, but to counter this type of ‘corruption’ the authorities keep them circulating. So navigation depends on careful research and social connection. The social relationships of navigation in this case are about fear and trust, tense inter-dependence and calculation of risk. Abash only knows his own part of the route. His information is passed to the big boss in Addis who alone has over-sight of the whole journey. These are particular kinds of journeys.
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Zela bought her flip-flops at the corner kiosk that serves her ‘village’, now absorbed into the expanding urban landscape of Addis Ababa. She doesn’t know about Abash’s or Gang’s journeys and she doesn’t use the wholesale part of the Mercato through which her flip-flops passed on their route to the kiosk. Zela has only one other pair of shoes, a pair of black plastic ballet slippers, she keeps for longer and more difficult journeys. A widow aged 60 she was barefoot until she was 19, but moving to the city from her country village (here is another rural migrant) to work on a construction site her new (urban) life required shoes. She navigates Addis in her flip-flops. The tiny cement two up two down house she shares with her adult children (all casually employed) is close to the Mercato. She walks there twice a week to buy tomatoes, onions and potatoes for her stall – a piece of cloth positioned outside her front door supplying neighbours who are less mobile. Like other residents of Addis most of her journeys – to the market, to church, to neighbours houses - are on foot. Public transport is expensive relative to wages the few private cars are old and recycled from Gulf States.   The infrastructure of the city is creaking under pressure put upon it by those who must survive in it. African urbanist Maliq Simone (2002) refers to desperate manoeuvres and endless circulation through which urban Africans make something of their cities and this well describes Zela’s world. Statues belonging to the era of the Marxist Derg still pepper the city and private enterprise struggles to provide employment for urban citizens, thus informal employment is vital in shaping this city in what appear to be ad hoc ways. Informal markets city authorities try to regulate have sprung up all over a city that moves slowly and with difficulty on public transport. The new ring road which will ease the movement of good in and out of the city is under construction. Chinese workers, skins darkened by working in the sun, build and level. Efforts at building cement blocks of low rise public housing address the issue of city slums and lack of sanitation, issues the municipal authorities struggle with. Addis is a city framed through its borderlands, particularly the border with Somalia which forms a vital conduit in the circuits of shoes, electrical goods and clothes that come from China. It is through this complicated topography, shaped by regimes, wars (with Eritrea), famines and other difficulties, that Zela navigates a pathway through Addis adding the slap-slap of flip-flops to the soundtrack of the city.  
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Conclusions
This paper shows some of what we can understand by thinking about cities through the journeys that traverse them. It extends the thinking of urban geographers by sketching in some of the social texture that journeys embed in the production of urban lives as well as places. The journey, I contend, is a simple, effective, thinking tool that can be used in unpacking the times in which we live.  This paper has demonstrated some of the ways in which the journey both constitutes and reveals the morphology of the social world. Moreover it builds this analysis bottom-up from empirical accounts of different kinds of journeys and the place and people making instantiated. The abstractions of globalisation theory and mobile sociology tells us that the world on the move is joined up, but these stories show how in concrete and practical terms. Local worlds interpenetrate, often in quite impersonal terms, forging translocal vectors. Distant connections have outcomes we have not anticipated and need to think about. How do our own journeys rely on others and in what conditions are those journeys navigated? These stories also document productions of difference in people and places, and between people and places, that stack up to gross social inequalities, on a global scale, told in the modalities of travel and shoes - ordinary objects and routine journeys. Multiple speeds, ways of journeying, reasons for travel and obstacles to mobility compose the world through which we move.  These stories suggest that we are implicated in making these inequalities. That what we do has consequences for people we haven’t met and don’t think about. This puts us all on the same map. Following the financial melt-down of 2008 unbridled 
Accumulation is under scrutiny. Wealth is defensive. Labour movements are on the offensive. And the deals cut between the enriched and the impoverished within the Global North, within the Global South, and between the Global North and South are on the table for renegotiation. Knowing how things are put together is vital in re-imagining and reconstituting them.

End Notes
1.	The photographers are Ludovic Dabert (Montreal), Douglas Harper (Hong Kong) and Michael Tan (Fujian and Addis Ababa).
2.	Sociologies of mobility have made a vital contribution to providing new conceptual ground so that we think about the social world as constituted in mobilities. John Urry’s (2000:186) Mobile Sociology attends to ‘the diverse mobilities of peoples, objects, images, information, and wastes; and of the complex interdependencies between, and social consequences of, such diverse mobilities’. In Mobile Sociology ‘the social as mobility’ (p186), with ‘global civil society’ as its social base, replaced the ‘social as society’ (p186), a scheme developed in conversation with a broader set of arguments articulated by Mol and Law (1994), in Castells’ (1996) account of networks as dynamic open structures, and the intertwining of human and physical worlds (Urry 2000:194) as the ‘basis of post-social knowledge’ (p195).  Henceforth knowledge like the social forms it interrogates must be mobile (Merleau-Ponty 2002, Bauman 2000). 
3.	This approach draws on the work of Michel de Certeau (1988) The Practice of Everyday Life, in which he outlines the importance of practices such as walking, the significance of everyday activities and drew attention to trajectories, ‘the chorus of idle footsteps’(1988:97) and the (Marxist) idea that everything is produced including (urban/social) space. Also Henri Lefebvre (2000) Writing on Cities London: Blackwell especially rhythms, music of the city in routines of mobility.
4.	This is published in a book, Bedlam on the Streets (2000) London, New York: Routledge. The photographer is Ludovic Dabert.
5.	This forms part of a book called Hong Kong: Migrant Lives, Landscapes and Journeys (2009) Chicago University Press. The photographer is my co-author Douglas Harper. 
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